
CHAPTE 39 - THE PREGNANCY NEWS

PERKS OF REJECTED MATE

As they had back to the pack house after that revealing, Tyrone and Diana decided that it’s about time to tell 

everybody the news. It was Diana who is very nervous because she can’t anticipate how Marcel will react on 

that. By now, everyone can tell that they scent is mixed and it will not pass any ones ears or nose for that 

matter.

“Is Marcel is still on training ground with my parents?” Tyrone asked the pack member as they reached the 

pack house after an hour travel.  

“Your parents are the library not sure with Beta Marcel, Alpha., Luna” The pack member acknowledged them.

“Thank you, you may go.” Tyrone dismissed her.

Meanwhile Axelia, Marco and Marcel are discussing Diana’s current condition when Tyrone and Diana entered 

with hands entwined.

“We are glad you’re both here now, how was the trip?” Marco started.

“It was great, thanks Marco - oh and by the way Axelia, you can sell the bike.” Diana handed the key. 

“I told you Diana will convinced her. Thank you so much dear, that’s a big relief for me.” Axelia hugged her.

“You’re welcome Axelia.” Diana smiled.

“I guess the trip was worth it.” Marco gave a tapped on his son’s shoulder.

“It was.” Axelia concluded.

“Anyway, we came to find you in purpose because we have an announcement to make.” Tyrone begins.

“What is it son?” Marco and Axelia said same time.

“We are expecting.” Diana short replied.
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“Expecting… what?” Marco was confused. 

“Dad, Mom… Diana is pregnant.” Tyrone said in layman’s term in term when suddenly the door opened with a 

surprised Marcel.

“When did you two mate?" Axelia and Marco asked both surprised with the news.

"Sis, tell me you is that true?" Marcel instantly grilled his sister.

"Babydoll, I think it's time we tell them." Tyrone grabbed her hand.

"It’s true, we mated prior to this day." Diana confirmed.

"When did it happen?" Marcel is tensed up while walking towards them.

“On the first day of the heat." Tyrone verified.

"How sure you are that you are pregnant? Have you seen Elizabeth?” Axelia inquired.

"I... uhmm... Apollo told me and had that confirmed to Elizabeth." Diana nods.

“Wait, if I remember correctly that was the same day you rejected my sister. Isn’t it?” Marcel studied them.

Tyrone knew he was in trouble but he is ready to face it along with other consequences. What matters most is 

he got his mate back and a kid on the way. At that exact moment, Tyrone heard a faint heartbeat coming from 

Diana. 

"Is it the reason you went home early that day Diana? Tell me the truth Diana?" Axelia casts her strict eyes on 

Diana.
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"Yes Axelia.” Diana answered without a doubt.

“Mom don’t blame Diana, it's my fault I couldn't control myself and my heat so when we mated I forced he." 

Tyrone confessed.

Everyone was shocked especially Axelia and Marco both of them have scowl face and disappointment. Marcel 

on the other hand comes towards me next thing Tyrone knew he was on the wall with small blood coming from 

his now busted lip. 

"You son of a bitch! You abused my sister?!” Marcel keeps punching him but Tyrone never return the blows.

“Stop!” Diana is now standing in front of Tyrone protecting him for another punch.

“Marcel, calm down babe!” Charissa gets in between. 

Thank goodness she agreed to drop by after knowing her friend’s pregnancy will bring disaster if Marcel finds 

out how.  Diana he touched Tyrone’s face and the pain starts to banish while Charissa is calming her 

aggressive mate.

“How dare you do that to my sister?! I gave you a chance asshole but I was so wrong!” Marcel was advancing 

towards Tyrone.

"I can’t and I won’t because this prick only think of himself when my sister is in pain that time!?" Marcel strongly 

opposed.

“Marcel, we have already passed that and I have forgiven him on that.” Diana explained.

“He abused and now you refused to accept that fact?!” He growled. 

"Marcel, I did not refuse that but I chose just to forgive him not only for me but for our child. What happened, 

happened and we cannot go back in that time but the best we can do is to move forward and learn from that 

mistakes like Tyrone did. It was my choice and I had no regrets about that.” Diana stated while helping Tyrone 

to stand up.

“Stop defending him!” Marcel yelled.
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“I'm not defending Tyrone because we all know heat can't be prevented, you should know it too considering 

you have Charissa!" Diana matched her brother’s tone.

“I cannot forgive you for lying to me.” Marcel gave a pissed look on his sister.

“Would you like to continue with the attitude instead thinking about your sister’s deteriorating health not to 

forget that she is now pregnant and more susceptible to pain?” Charissa statement finally made Marcel stop 

ranting.

“I am being reasonable too that it's inhumane and rejection is against our pack law. He broke two of the most 

forbidden rules!”  Marcel opposed.

“Marcel, I can feel your anger even I is disappointed on how my son act towards Diana but you know this type 

of situation can't be avoided especially the bond and the heat.” Marcello joins in. 

“We are not condoning what Tyrone did, rest assured the Elder will be informed and whatever the punishment 

they decided will prevail." Axelia voiced out her assessment. 

“Forgive me for prying but don't you think he suffered enough too by removing his title as the Alpha of this 

pack?” Charisse intercept.

“I think we all can agree that Tyrone paid that punishment and he complied, so why don’t we ask the pack 

members?” Diana added. 

“Thank you for defending me but like what I said, I am ready to take all the consequences or punishment there 

it, it will also serve as a lesson for every wolf.” Tyrone held his bruised face.

“Then its settled, I’ll be meeting up the Elders to discuss this matter.” Marcello stated.

“I agree on that but for now we need to focus on our main battle and it’s not Tyrone. If all this chaos with Hades 

ended then we can go ahead with that Tribunal, I guess we can all agree on that right Marcel?” Diana looked at 

his brother.

“Whatever.” Marcel snorted.

Diana knew her brother somehow agreed on her suggestion and so as Axelia and Marco because their main 

goal now is to prepare for the upcoming battle. 
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